Abstract

Background: There has been growing recognition of the critical extra-skeletal roles for vitamin D including lung disease.

Aims: This study was performed to explore the possible role of vitamin D on wheezing occurrence among Kuwaiti pre-school children.

Methods: Out of 244 children from Al-Adan Hospital, Kuwait, 151 cases were enrolled as wheezers while the rest served as controls. The wheezers were subdivided into episodic wheezers (EW) and multiple trigger wheezers (MTW). Detailed history of the wheezing attacks, previous hospitalizations, and intensive care admission were recorded as well as their serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] levels.

Results: Serum 25(OH)D was significantly lower in the wheezing group, and its decrease was a risk factor for wheezing. Moreover, serum 25(OH)D was not significantly different between EW and MTW; nevertheless, its low level could be linked to MTW.

Conclusions: Vitamin D deficiency increases the risk of wheezing among preschoolers in Kuwait. A possible link between low serum 25(OH)D and MTW could highlight a specific role for vitamin D in relation to atopy. Prevention and prompt management of vitamin D deficiency
should be considered among infants and children with wheezing.
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Introduction

Vitamin D, whether produced in the skin upon sun exposure or ingested from various dietary sources, is converted in the liver to 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D]. The latter is the major circulating form of vitamin D and is thus used for evaluating the vitamin D status of patients (1,2). The flesh of fatty fish (such as salmon, tuna, and mackerel) and fish liver oils are among the best sources of vitamin D and the fortified cereals and milk provide adequate amounts as well (3).

Countries of the Gulf region including Kuwait, have become increasingly modernized, resulting in a transformation of lifestyle based on technology, sedentary activity, lack of sunlight, and unhealthy dietary patterns. These factors have led to a higher prevalence of vitamin D undernutrition (4). The nutritional rickets is multifactorial but one of the most important contributors is insufficient intake of vitamin D (5), which has been reported in many age groups in Kuwait whether university women (6) or high school children (7). Additionally, a recent report describes the inadequacy of early vitamin D supplementation practice by physicians working in Kuwait (8). Regarding vitamin D status in Kuwait, Molla et al. (9) also reported that 40% of their studied mothers and 60% of the neonates were vitamin D deficient on the day of delivery. Recently, low vitamin D status was still reported among adolescent females in Kuwait (98.7%
had a level below 50 nmol/L (10).

There has been growing recognition of the critical extra-skeletal roles for vitamin D in recent years (11) with an explosion of interest in vitamin D across health disciplines including lung disease (12). Recently, vitamin D was found to be low in patients with recurrent wheezes (13); a problem which was reported to be moderately present among children in Kuwait (14). Recurrent wheeze in young children, either transient or that will continue as asthma, can be severe and cause significant impairment in quality of life, with frequent use of health care systems and great expense (15,16). The aim of this study was to explore the possible impact of vitamin D status on occurrence of wheezing and its pattern among preschool children in Kuwait.

**Methods**

This cross-sectional study was performed in the outpatient clinics, Paediatric department, Al-Adan Hospital, Al-Ahmadi district, Kuwait, from 1 April 2013 to 31 August 2014. It included 244 Kuwaiti pre-school children (age 2 to 5 years) who presented at the outpatient clinic for vitamin D status evaluation, and were recruited after obtaining consents from the parents or care givers.

Full demographic and social data were collected from all enrolled subjects. Detailed history regarding previous wheezing episodes, if any, was taken from them. Wheezing status was assessed by asking the same questions to all parents/caregivers: was there wheezing or whistling sound in the chest at any time? Did the child ever need to use inhaled drugs through nebulizer or spacer to relieve cough? Wheezing sounds or difficult breathing? Was he/she ever diagnosed as a wheezer/asthmatic by a doctor? The same questions were asked by one of the principle researchers for all parents or care givers in direct face-to-face interviews to minimize bias and assure strict inclusion and exclusion criteria enforcement.

The children were divided into two groups: the wheezing group that included cases with more than one wheezing attack in the last year, and their physicians confirmed them as wheezers; and the control group, which reported no previous history of wheezing. For the wheezing group, special emphasis was given to the number of wheezing attacks in the past year, number of emergency room (ER) visits, need for hospital admission or any paediatric intensive care (PICU) admission for wheezing, if any. Triggers of wheezing episodes and use of rescue and control medications were also recorded. Cases in the wheezing group were further subdivided into episodic wheezers (EW) and multiple trigger wheezers (MTW) according to Brand et al. (17). According to this classification, children were diagnosed as EW if they have intermittent wheezing episodes that are mostly associated with evidence of viral illness and cold and are well in between those attacks. However, wheezers are labeled as MTW if they have wheezes
between the discrete episodes.

The timing of serum vitamin D assessment was recorded and seasonal variations in vitamin D levels were accounted for in the regression analysis. Other confounding variables that were collected included: parental smoking, consanguinity, family history of atopy, other atopies in the enrolled cases, daycare attendance, number of persons living in the same house, and number of children sleeping in the same bedroom. To ensure homogeneity among the studied cases, only Kuwaiti children were enrolled to avoid major cultural and social differences that might affect vitamin D levels or the diagnosis of wheezing. Since all cases presented with serum level for 25-hydroxy vitamin D, ethical research committee approval was waived.

Exclusion criteria included patients with chronic lung and congenital heart diseases as well as cases who received vitamin D supplementation in the 3 months prior to enrollment or had an acute illness at time of vitamin D assay. We also excluded cases without doctor diagnosed wheezing and with only one wheezing episode in the last year as reported by parents. Wheezers in the episodic group were excluded if they received control medications between attacks. Patients with body mass index (BMI) below 3rd percentile and those ≥ 85th percentile were excluded to avoid effect of disturbed nutritional status on vitamin D level and occurrence of wheezing. Additionally, ex-preterm cases and those with poor data recall were also excluded. Lastly patents/caregivers refusing to participate in the study were not included.

Finally, serum 25(OH)D was measured in a peripheral venous blood sample from each child by electrochemiluminescence assay (ECLA) using Cobas e602 autoanalyzer from Roche diagnostic Company in the Al-Adan Hospital laboratory with a measuring range of 3.00 – 70.00 ng/mL (7.50 – 175 nmol/L). The serum samples were separated after 10 minutes of centrifugation. Samples were processed immediately for cases and controls under similar laboratory conditions. Laboratory staff were blinded to the case–control status of the samples. Interpretation of 25(OH)D levels was done according to the US Endocrine Society guideline (18), which defines vitamin D deficiency as 25(OH)D less than 20 ng/ml (50 nmol/l), vitamin D insufficiency as 25(OH)D between 21 and 29 ng/ml.

The sample size was calculated setting the confidence level at 95%, the margin of error at 0.05, and the power (1-β) at 0.85. According to the previous reports, vitamin D deficiency is reported in around 40–50% of the population (9). For the wheezing group we assumed the deficiency could reach 65%, and sample size was calculated to be 187 (at least 93 patients in each group).
IBM SPSS Statistical package for social science, version 20, was used for data analysis. Descriptive statistics were generated for demographic factors; chi-square test was used to compare categorical data. Continuous data were compared using Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test. For assessment of possible role between vitamin D status and wheeze we used the multivariate regression analysis. Data are presented as median (inter quartile ranges [IQR]) for continuous data and number and percentage for categorical data. 

Results

Three hundred and thirty-one cases were initially screened; however, only 244 children were included in the study. The age range of the enrolled children was 24 to 69 months, and their median was 32 and IQR 28–40 months, and 134 (54.9%) were females. One hundred and fifty-one children were included in the wheezing group and they were further divided into 96 EW and 55 MTW (Figure 1).

Table 1 shows the demographic characters of the enrolled children and their vitamin D status. Significantly, more wheezers gave positive history of other atopies and parental smoking with higher person to bedroom ratio. Children in the wheezing group had significantly lower serum 25(OH)D level when compared to the control group (P).

Table 2 compares the EW to the MTW regarding socio-demographic data, 25(OH)D levels, ER visits, and the need for hospital admission. More MTW gave positive history of parental smoking (P = 0.042), person to bedroom ratio (P = 0.046), and ER visits in the past year (P = 0.017) compared to EW. Lower 25(OH)D levels were observed among MTW with more of them in the deficiency category, yet these results did not reach statistical significance as compared to episodic wheezers (P = 0.052).

Table 3 shows serum 25(OH)D level according to the season of vitamin D status assessment in the whole cohort and according to the presence or absence of wheezing. Table 4 shows that a decrease in the serum 25(OH)D level was associated with higher risk of wheezing in our series even after adjustment for other variants (model 2, OR 0.965, P).

Table 5.

When we categorized our cases according to 25(OH)D level, Table 6 shows the cases with deficient 25(OH)D had a higher risk of wheezing when compared to the normal group [OR 2.82, P = 0.013] after adjustment for other variants. The insufficient group had an odds ratio of 1.45 but with no statistical significance (P = 0.278).

Discussion
The results of the current study revealed significantly more wheezers in the vitamin D deficiency category compared to more controls in the normal category. The regression studies further proved that the decrease in the serum 25(OH)D level was independently associated with higher risk of wheezing in our series.

Although Uysalol et al. (13) found no significant difference in vitamin D levels between frequent wheezers and controls (probably due to the younger age of their studied series and their small sample size), several epidemiological studies suggest that low levels of vitamin D during pregnancy and early life are inversely associated with the risk of developing respiratory infections and wheezing in childhood (19,20). Recently in 2016, Prasad et al. (21) reported that each 10ng/ml decrease in vitamin D level is associated with 7.25% greater odds of wheezing in children less than 3 years of age. In 2014 Stenberg Hammar et al. (22) demonstrated that subnormal levels of vitamin D are associated with acute wheeze in pre-school children. Additionally, the higher the maternal total vitamin D intake during pregnancy conferred lower risks for ever wheeze, wheeze in the previous year, and persistent wheeze in 5-year-old children (23).

Although the current study showed lower 25(OH)D levels among MTW with more of them in the deficiency category, yet these results did not reach statistical significance. Nonetheless the regression studies proved that the decrease in the serum 25(OH)D level was independently associated with higher risk of being a MTW. In support of those findings, Uysalol et al. (13) reported significantly lower vitamin D in MTW. Vitamin D derangement posting as a possible risk for MTW could be attributed to its potential role in the pathogenesis of atopy (24), or involvement in lung development (25), and not only to the reported increased incidence of respiratory viral infections (26). Data from both animal models and humans support the hypothesis that low vitamin D is a risk factor for respiratory infection. Vitamin D directly and indirectly induces production of antimicrobial proteins and has other antimicrobial effects (27,28). Additionally, vitamin D may protect against inflammatory reactions and may be broadly important in regulating chronic lung inflammation (29). Lastly, evidence suggests a role for vitamin D in lung development; vitamin D deficiency in early life may lead to permanent susceptibility and poorer respiratory outcomes that are not atopy related (25).

Significantly more of our series of wheezers gave positive history of atopy and parental smoking with higher person to bedroom ratio, which agrees with Uysalol et al. (13). Similar results were demonstrated when comparing MTW to EW with more hospitalization and ER visits in the previous 6 months and year, yet only the latter reached statistical significance. It is worth noting is that both McNally et al. (30) and Wayse et al. (31) have shown a relationship between lower vitamin D levels and hospitalization.
To our knowledge this the first work that explores the impact of vitamin D deficiency on Kuwaiti wheezers, and although we implemented a strict enrollment criteria and tried to minimize culture and social differences on vitamin D status by assessing only Kuwaiti pre-schoolers, this study has its own limitations. First, the study is cross-sectional and therefore has a number of endemic limitations. Second, not all the cases in the MTW group were on control medications and we did not account for the compliance and drug effect on the frequency and severity of wheezing. Finally, there was no testing for allergen exposure at home, which might influence the occurrence of wheezing and its pattern.

**Conclusion**

Derangement in 25(OH)D levels can be linked to wheezing in pre-school Kuwaiti children primarily in the MTW group, which was also more burdened with recurrent ER visits. This emphasizes the importance of consolidating the preventive measures taken to face the deranged vitamin D status, thus eliminating one of the risk factors for wheezing in pre-school age. Cohort studies are needed to clarify the possible link between vitamin D status and the pattern and degree of wheezing for elucidation of the role of vitamin D in the severity of wheezing, and whether such cases would benefit from vitamin D supplementation.
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**Statut de la 25-hydroxyvitamine D sérique et respiration sifflante chez les enfants d’âge préscolaire, Koweït**

**Résumé**

**Contexte** : On reconnaît de plus en plus les rôles extra-squelettiques critiques joués par la vitamine D, y compris dans les maladies pulmonaires.

**Objectifs** : La présente étude a été réalisée pour explorer le rôle possible de la vitamine D dans l’apparition de la respiration sifflante chez des enfants koweïtiens d’âge préscolaire.
Méthodes : Sur les 244 enfants de l'hôpital Al-Adan, 151 cas ont été inscrits comme siffleurs et les autres ont servi de témoins. Les siffleurs ont été subdivisés en siffleurs épisodiques et siffleurs récurrents de causes multiples. Les antécédents détaillés des crises de respiration sifflante, les hospitalisations antérieures et les admissions aux soins intensifs ont été consignés, ainsi que leurs taux de 25-hydroxyvitamine D sériques [25(OH)D].

Résultats : Le 25(OH)D sérique était significativement plus faible dans le groupe de respiration sifflante, et sa diminution était un facteur de risque de respiration sifflante. De plus, le taux de 25(OH)D sérique n'était pas significativement différent entre les siffleurs épisodiques et les siffleurs récurrents de causes multiples ; néanmoins, son bas niveau pourrait être lié à la respiration sifflante récurrente de causes multiples.

Conclusions : La carence en vitamine D augmente le risque de respiration sifflante chez les enfants d'âge préscolaire au Koweït. Un lien possible entre un faible taux de 25(OH)D sérique et la respiration sifflante récurrente de causes multiples pourrait mettre en évidence un rôle spécifique de la vitamine D en lien avec l'atopie. La prévention et la prise en charge rapide de la carence en vitamine D devraient être envisagées chez les nourrissons et les enfants dont la respiration est sifflante.
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